Solution Sheet

Energy Supply Management

Maximize opportunity
and minimize risk
associated with
deregulated energy
markets.
As natural gas is exported
internationally, supply will decrease
in the United States potentially
leading to price instability. Take
advantage of historically low energy
prices now by exploring your
energy management options with
Ameresco.

Ameresco’s Energy Supply
Management Expertise and
Experience Includes:
•

energy budgets by finding the right mix of fixed, indexed, or blended

Ameresco’s Energy Supply

energy purchasing strategies for electricity, gas, and fuels. We analyze

Management program delivers

the clients’ risk profile to determine the term that is best for the client

sound, proven strategies for

and pinpoint the best time to buy.

customers across the globe in
industrial, commercial, educational,
and government sectors.

Strategy Development: Ameresco helps customers stabilize their

•

Market Intelligence: Our energy procurement experts provide daily
energy reports, real time exchange prices, and breaking energy news.

Representing companies using a

We continually monitor the energy markets, performing our own

total of more than 1200 MWs of

fundamental and technical analysis in order to advise clients on market

electricity and 40 BCF of

drivers and recommend target prices and volumes.

gas, Ameresco serves its clients by
helping them formulate strategies

•

Reporting & Analytics: Ameresco has designed a suite of reports
that enable clients to monitor their energy spend objectives, and that

to optimize their energy purchases

communicate market opportunities as they arise. The reports include:

while reducing risk and cost.

Daily Energy Report, Usage and Cost Report, Monthly Value Report,
Weekly Price Risk Position Report, and Cost vs. Budget Report.

•

Contract Negotiations: Ameresco works with national and regional
suppliers and pre-qualifies them based on financial strength,
competitiveness, and capabilities. Our energy contract experts
negotiate better terms and mitigate contract risk.

Energy Supply Benefits
Energy Supply Management

Value-Add Benefits

Energy Supply Procurement

Stabilize budgets and minimize costs

Energy Risk Management

Control costs of energy expenditures, quantify the risks,
and develop a strategy to mitigate those risks

Demand Response

Earn incentives for curtailing energy use at peak times

Renewable Energy Strategies

Achieve sustainability objectives

Fuel Hedging

Control fuel costs and improve operations

Why Outsource Energy Management
The energy markets are volatile and strongly impacted by natural gas production, weather, geo-political events, and
economic conditions. Our energy experts can help you determine when to buy and for how long. They follow the
energy market and know what will impact prices near and long-term.

Ameresco’s team of energy experts can
assist you in identifying the solution that fits your needs.
For more information about Ameresco and our full-range of energy efficiency
and renewable energy solutions, please call 1-866-AMERESCO or visit ameresco.com.
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